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A number of systems have been designed or discovered in
which a peptide assembles when its environment is changed. The
required change can result from active manipulation, as in pH-
induced nanotube formation by cyclic peptides,1 or salt-induced
fibril formation by peptides or peptidomimetics.2 It can also result
from passive transfer of a peptide from one medium into another.
For example, the fungal peptide alamethicin is monomeric in
solution, but spontaneously self-assembles into pores in lipid
bilayers.3 Herein we report a system of this latter type, where a
soluble, monomeric peptide self-assembles upon partitioning to
the air-water (A-W) interface. Peptide domains were directly
detected, and some of their properties deduced, by fluorescence
microscopy.

The peptide of interest, hereafter1, consists of two strands of
alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues centered on a
putativeD-Pro-Gly type II′ â-turn4 (see below).

Peptide1 should form an amphiphilicâ-hairpin at the A-W
interface, forcing the hydrophobic and hydrophilic side-chains
to opposite sides of the molecule.5 The cysteine thiol was labeled
with the 5,7-dimethyl derivative of the BODIPY (Molecular
Probes) fluorophore (DMBDY) for concentration determination
and to enable fluorescence microscopy studies.6

The CD spectrum of1 (9 µM) in deionized water7 (DIW)
has a minimum at 198 nm,8 consistent with the peptide being
unstructured.9 Equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC)
data for 1 (11 µM) in DIW (Figure 1, left) fit a single ideal
species model with an apparent molecular weight of 1750 g/mol
(1875.9 g/mol expected for monomer). Similar results without
the pattern evident in the residuals of Figure 1 (likely due to

nonideality at low ionic strength10) are obtained in 10 mM NaCl
(MW ) 1864 g/mol).8

The accumulation of amphiphilic peptides at the A-W interface
is often demonstrated by injecting them into water and measuring
the surface pressure of the solution’s A-W interface.11 When1
(0.56 nmol) was injected into DIW (2 mL), the surface pressure
rose from 0 to 10.5 (( 0.5) mN/m over 8 h.8 In pressure versus
area isotherms of spread monolayers of1 (Figure 1) this surface
pressure is attained at a surface concentration of 46 pmol/cm2

(360 Å2/molecule, or about 70% surface saturation8). Since the
area of the A-W interface was 4.2 cm2, about 0.19 nmol of1
transferred to the interface (35% of the total).

To study the peptide at the A-W interface, droplets (25µL)
of 1 in DIW (0.26 µM) were placed on coverslips and their
surfaces (areas≈ 0.5 cm2) examined by confocal fluorescence
microscopy. Self-assembly was apparent from the presence of
discrete domains, as shown in Figure 2. These can be categorized
by their fluorescence as bright, intermediate, or dim. The bright
domains had about 1.5-2.5 times the intermediate domains’
fluorescence, and 2.5-5 times the dim domains’ fluorescence.
The dim domains always had needlelike shapes (Figure 2c). The
bright and intermediate domains were sometimes circular (Figure
2a and c), and sometimes irregularly shaped (Figure 2b). Domains
moved during observation, probably due to a combination of
Brownian motion12 and interfacial turbulence (the Marangoni
effect).13,14 Figure 3, which shows the first and last images from
a 90-min observation of a droplet surface, illustrates more
profound changes.14 The intermediate domains became circular
during the experiment, while the dim domains melted. As the
changes only occurred in the illuminated region, they were
probably due to adventitious heating.
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Figure 1. (Left) Equilibrium AUC data for 1 in DIW (11µM) at 50 000
rpm and 25°C. (Right) Surface pressure vs area isotherm for1 on DIW.8

Figure 2. The surfaces of three different solutions of1 viewed at 20×
by confocal fluorescence microscopy, showing bright (B), intermediate
(I), and dim (D) domains (excitation: 488 nm, detection: 522 nm). These
are representative of 13 experiments with three separate preparations of
1. All images are on the same scale.
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Showing that the self-assembly of1 is conditional upon its
transfer to the A-W interface requires demonstrations that it is
monomeric in solution, that it transfers to the A-W interface,
and that it self-assembles once there. The first task is accomplished
by AUC (Figure 1), the second by time-dependent surface pressure
measurements,8 and the third by the direct observation of domains
(Figures 2 and 3). But what are the natures of the different
domains? Why do they take the shapes seen in Figures 2 and 3?
Some answers to these questions can be inferred from the
domains’ appearance and dynamics.

Three images of a bright domain recorded three seconds apart
are shown in Figure 4. The domain’s shape fluctuates, indicat-
ing that it is in a fluid state (intermediate domains behaved
similarly).14 Furthermore, the bright and intermediate domains
coexisted in the samples shown above, in which the maximum
surface concentration was 16 pmol/cm2 (∼1000 Å2/molecule), and
the corresponding surface pressure should be close to 0 mN/m.
Under similar conditions, the two-dimensional (2D) equivalents
of gas and liquid phases coexist in lipid monolayers.15 By analogy,
and consistent with the fluidity noted above, the bright phase is
likely the 2D liquid phase, and the intermediate phase, the 2D
gas phase. This assumes that the denser liquid phase has the
brighter fluorescence. However, collisional quenching or aggrega-
tion of the fluorophore16 could attenuate the fluorescence in the
denser phase. The assignment was checked by examining droplets
with a higher solution concentration (1.1µM) and therefore a
higher surface concentration of1. Under such conditions, the
liquid should become more prevalent at the expense of the gas.
Indeed, the intermediate phase is absent as shown in Figure 5,
leaving only the bright and dim phases. This supports the
assignments made above; it also suggests that the dim domains

are composed of a more condensed phase in which fluorescence
is quenched. Several aspects of the dim domains indicate that
they are in fact a 2D solid phase: they do not fluctuate, they
melt when heated (Figure 3), and they are more abundant at higher
surface pressures. Figure 6 illustrates this last point in showing
spread monolayers deposited on hydrophilic glass substrates at
1, 10, and 20 mN/m (33, 46, and 57 pmol/cm2).

Insight into the peptide domain shapes can be gained by
drawing an analogy between peptides and lipids. In lipid
monolayers, domain shapes and sizes depend on a balance
between electrostatic repulsion and line tension (the analogue of
surface tension).17 Electrostatic repulsion arises from the like
charges (or dipole orientations) of the molecules in a domain. It
favors either small, elongated domains, or domains that contain
inclusions of another phase. Line tension arises from attractive
interactions (van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, etc.) between
molecules in a domain, and favors large, circular domains. The
compromise between these forces is evident in Figure 2. For
example, in Figure 2a, line tension results in circular domains,
but the electrostatic repulsion causes gas-phase inclusions within
the liquid domains. In Figure 2b, the liquid domains are elongated
but homogeneous. Figure 2c is similar to Figure 2a, except for
the needles of the solid phase. The extremely elongated shapes
of the solid domains suggest that electrostatics dominates line
tension in them.

Figures 2-6 provide information on the phases that1 can form
but do not address their molecular structures. A film at 25 mN/m
(in which the liquid and solid phases coexist), was transferred to
a CaF2 substrate and examined by FT-IR.8 A band at 1629 cm-1

indicates aâ-sheet structure in the film.18 However, it is unclear
whether it is the liquid, the solid, or both phases that areâ-sheet-
rich because the technique lacks spatial resolution. Further studies
will address this issue in addition to the means by which1 self-
assembles.

In summary,1 is monomeric in solution but transfers spontane-
ously to the A-W interface where it self-assembles into discrete
domains. Three types of domains (gas, liquid, and solid) were
observed, whose shapes were dictated by a balance between
electrostatic repulsions and line tension.
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Figure 3. The t ) 0 (left) and 90 min (right) images of the air-water
interface of a solution of1. Over 90 min, the intermediate domains became
circular, and the dim domains melted.14

Figure 4. Successive images (at 20×) of a bright domain recorded 3 s
apart.14 Domain shape fluctuation is apparent in the difference between
the middle image and those on the right and left.

Figure 5. Fluorescence micrographs of 1.1µM solutions of1 at 20×.
The intermediate phase is not present, leaving only the bright phase and
needles of the dim phase.

Figure 6. Fluorescence micrographs of Langmuir-Blodgett films of1
on glass observed at 63×. The amount of the dim phase increases with
the surface pressure at which the films were deposited, from 1 mN/m
(left) to 10 mN/m (middle), to 20 mN/m (right).
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